
SWOT ANALYSIS BY LIC OF INDIA

Life Insurance Corporation of India or LIC as it is popularly known as a government-owned insurance and Investment
Company. The total life fund of LIC is estimated at billion USD and the company still continues to sell policies worth
millions yearly. More than private.

Changing Government policies like the taxation policies and due to that â€” consumers may not purchase the
respective plan or policy. At branch level, these officials have to maintain cordial relations and establish a
system of sharing information with the other departments, relating to the policy documents, payment of
premium and using the staff or the agents for the settlement of claims disputes. Legislation as on 1. Today LIC
functions with fully computerized branch offices, divisional offices, 8 zonal offices and the Corporate office
Mission: "Explore and enhance the quality of life of people through financial security by providing products
and services of aspired attributes with competitive returns, and by rendering resources for economic
development. Diverse products, customer base, and channel partnerships of LIC sustain its premium collection
momentum. It is based on the law of large numbers. Major products and services â€” A list of major products,
services and brands of the company. LIC compare to other Private Players. Strengths Dominant market
position in Indian life insurance market LIC, once a monopoly in Indian life insurance market, still commands
a dominant position. A monolith then, the corporation, enjoyed a monopoly status and became synonymous
with life insurance. It also reflects the nature of man to find a solution collectively. Most complicated aspect of
the insurance business is the underwriting of policies. Subsidiaries like: LIC card services ltd. It has been
started with the objectives of spreading Life Insurance widely and in particular to the rural areas, meet the
various life insurance needs of the community that would arise in the changing social and economic
environment. Commission Expense 2. The company reported gross premium income of INR3, From
commercial banking to stock broking to mutual funds to life insurance to investment banking, the group caters
to the financials needs of individuals and corporate. Key elements such as SWOT analysis and corporate
strategy are incorporated in the profile to assist your academic or business research needs. LIC has hundred
divisional offices and has established extensive training facilities at all levels. The insurance company needs to
protect the company from the claims litigations of the clients by defending the claims in the courts and
supervise other alternative dispute resolutions. To retain its market leader status the LIC need to acquire
competitiveness. In addition to being a means to protect oneself, the insurance Industry is an efficient conduit
for the saving of people to be channeled towards economic growth. The company primarily operates in India.
Threats Increasing competition likely to reduce profit margins Competition in Indian life insurance market has
intensified in the recent years. The company primarily operates in India. But private players have moved
aggressively, chasing for business after being allowed to compete with LIC in  Bibliography Morrison, M.


